Create a repeating pattern using
different shaped food boxes and
explain it.

Years 1 and 2

This week in MATHS:






Exploring shapes – both 2D and 3D:
Sort food boxes between those that are
cuboids and those that are NOT. What is the
same and what is different about the
cuboids?
What other 3D shapes can you find around
the house?
What shapes are the faces on the 3D shapes
you have found?

This week in SCIENCE:

This week, go back to BBC Teach
Geography KS1 ‘Your World’ web page
and find out what it is like to live in two
large capital cities – London and Tokyo.
Can you draw/write about the different
types of transport? Can you list/draw
some of the famous landmarks in both
cities?

Art/Design Technology:

If you planted some seeds, remember to
keep watering and observing them.
Have a look at different seeds (remember
peas and corn are seeds) – how are they the
same and how are they different? Show
your findings with pictures and writing.
Music:
Use dots, squiggles and other
patterns to show a rhythm you can
repeat with the shaker you made last
week eg.

This week in ENGLISH:

This week in Geography:

Do some observational
drawings of any flowers or
blossom you can see from the
window or in your garden.

Write a list of present tense verbs.
Think of and describe 3 different destinations the
travelling seeds can land on that did not appear in the
story. Remember to use adjectives and adverbs to
describe it. Use the story format for writing:
eg ‘One seed gently falls and lands right in the middle
of the bouncy, blue trampoline. The others carry on.’

READING

Phonics/Spelling:
Using the list of present
tense verbs from English,
change them to past tense.

Can you find any non-fiction
books about plants growing?
Physical activity:
Find two facts you didn’t
previously know.
Use position and turns to describe movement.

Useful websites:
Listen to Kelly Daniel read From Seed to Plant by Gail Gibbons on
YouTube.
Listen to and join in the rap song ‘3D Shapes I know’ on YouTube.
Can you make up some lines of your own on 2D shapes?

Can you jump and hop a quarter turn
clockwise and anticlockwise? How about a
half turn and even a whole turn? Now try
three quarters. Make your moves both high
and low.

